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THE PRICE OF GAS. 

About the middle of the last century, the Eev. John Clayton 
discovered an inflammable gas issuing from the ground in one of 
the coal counties of England. He collected the "coal spirit" as 
he termed it, in bladders, and afterward distilled it in retorts. An 
account of his laboratory experiments fell into the hands of Eobert 

Murdock, who was the first to demonstrate by a series of inventions 
the value of coal-gas as an illuminant. In 1792 Murdock lighted a 
number of large shops in Birmingham. It was not until 1810 that 
a company was started to supply gas in the City of London. Al 

though extensively used for public lighting, its introduction for 
domestic purposes made little progress for many years. This was 
due in part to the crude and incomplete state of the art. Instead of 

being served from a holder, the gas was furnished to the consumer 

fairly hot from the retorts. This, Winsor, the promotor of the first 
London Company, claimed as a decided advantage, since the dan 

ger of keeping such an inflammable article in stock was obvious. 
The size and simplicity of the earliest gas undertakings may be 

understood by reading a letter written in 1821 by Thomas Jarman, 
of Bristol, England, to a correspondent in New Haven, Connecti 
cut. He writes : " No accident has ever happened in Bristol since 
the works began, except that one evening an unlucky mouse got 
into the first pipe, and by moving a valve prevented the gas from 

passing the mains, and consequently all the lamps went out, and 
the city was plunged in total darkness." He adds?and this gives us 

the date of what was perhaps the beginning of hostilities between 
consumer and producer?"It is intended to sell gas by meter, as 
some abuses have crept in by individuals burning the gas longer 
than they contract for." 

The whole weight of authority and scientific opinion was 

against the feasibility of lighting by gas. Lord Brougham declared 
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that the idea was worthy of tho philosopher who proposed to ex 
tract sunbeams from cucumbers. The first Napoleon impatiently 
declared "C'est une grande folie." Even so eminent a scientist as 

Sir Humphrey Davy asked Murdock contemptuously : "Will you 
take the dome of St. Paul for a gas-holder ? 

" 
The Committee of 

the House of Commons, to whom gas-lighting bills were referred, 

reported on them unfavorably again and again. "Do you mean 

to tell me that it will be possible to have a light without a wick ? 
" 

asked the chairman of such a committee of Murdock. " 
Yes, in 

deed I do." "Ah, my friend," said the legislator, "you are try 
ing to prove too much." Forty-one witnesses were examined before 
one of these committees, and their united testimony condemned 
the use of gas as dangerous and impracticable. Among the argu 

ments much in favor was the one that the introduction of gas 
would destroy the whale-fisheries. In 1833, the great oil dealers of 
New Bedford, alarmed at the increasing use of gas, sent out agents 
offering to light various cities at prices much below the then 

market-rates for whale oil. The opposition of the people was of 
the strongest sort, and took many absurd forms. It was gravely 
asserted in this country when, in 1816, the question of building 
gas-works on the English plan in Baltimore was under discussion, 
that the extensive use of gas would raise the price of butchers' 

meat, for, it was argued, if gas supersedes candles, the price of 
tallow will be reduced in value, and purveyors of meat must charge 
a greater sum for the lean portions, so as to realize the value of 
their merchandise. Householders refused to allow the pipes ad 

mission to their premises, professing to believe that explosions, 
fires and new diseases would be indiscriminately distributed by the 
subtle and poisonous compound. Winsor met these objections by 
equally absurd claims in favor of the new illuminant. From a 

pamphlet published by him, we learn that breathing gas is a most 

healthy practice, and that when people are fully alive to its merits, 
so far from fearing leaks in the pipes, they will drill small holes 
in them so as to insure a constant flow of the salutary emana 
tions. He also produces affidavits of officers of the law declar 

ing that they could detect the features of a thief as well by gas-light 
as by day-light, of painters certifying that the varnish distilled 
from tar was superior to the best Japan, and of farmers who pre 
dicted that ammonia water from coal would drive every other fer^ 
tilizer out of the market. 
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Except that the older system developed more slowly in keeping 
with the times, the progress of gas and electric lighting has pro 
ceeded in substantially parallel lines. After its discovery, gas had 

its delirium and fever, during which the wildest delusions were 

fostered, and the most magnificent undertakings were set on foot, 

only to end in financial disaster and thorough loss of public con 

fidence. Winsor was thought a dangerous enthusiast and dreamer 

when he promised to return ?500 for every guinea invested in the 

first London Gas Company. But the development of this industry 
has outstripped even his calculations. 

There were in London, in 1856, thirteen gas companies, which 

have since been reduced to three by absorption and consolida 

tion. These companies now employ in their business a combined 

capital of $66,259,522. They made in 1883 from 2,140,143 tons 

of coal 21,989,899,000,000 cubic feet of gas, for which there was 

received the sum of $15,341,188. Their profits at 15.73 cents per 
thousand feet on the amount of gas sold at 70 cents per thousand, 
enabled them, after carrying $274,626 to a surplus account of 

$5,376,849, to show an average net profit on their capital of 11.09 

per cent. The works of the company chartered by Winsor in 

1810, now cover 150 acres of ground, 2,200 men are employed, and 

25,000,000 feet of gas are made daily. 
Outside of London, the industry has increased in like propor 

tion. In 1860, there were over a thousand chartered companies in 

Great Britain, with an invested capital of nearly $100,000,000. In 

the last twenty-five years, the capital has increased to $250,000,000. 
In this country statistics, though less accessible and accurate, 

furnish abundant demonstration of the enormous and increasing 

profits in gas undertakings. In 1863, there were 433 companies in 

the United States. There are now 860, with an actual capital in 

vested, probably in excess of $200,000,000. Nominally it is much 

greater; for although there is no business in which, from the stand 

point of public utility, competition is more illusory and ruinous 

than in gas making, there is also none which has of late years 
fallen so effectually a prey to it. The result has been to overwhelm 
a splendid industry with a burden of watered stock, representing 
little besides the destructive ability of the competitor and the taxa 

ble apathy of the public. The gas companies of New York City 
afford a flagrant example of the effects of such method. In 1857, 
two companies with a combined capital of $2,000,000, supplied the 
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city annually with 770,000,000 cubic feet of gas. The capital in 

vested to each thousand feet produced was $3.35. The price of 

gas was $2.50 per thousand. On the plea of a reduction in the in 
terest of the consumer, one company after another was 

organized, 
and along with the natural increase of capital to provide for in 

creased consumption, there went a fictitious increment, represented 

by stock issued at a discount to pay for the duplication of works, 

mains, holders and services, and to purchase real estate, patent 

processes and the necessary legislation. In 1875, over 3,000,000,000 
feet of gas were furnished by five companies whose aggregate capital 

was $19,950,000, or $5.65 per thousand. The average cost of gas, 

repairs and depreciation written off, was $1.65 ; the average receipts 
from the consumers $2.76 per thousand. Thus in the face of largely 
reduced cost, the price of gas was advanced between the years 1857 
and 1875, over 15| per cent. 

In the year 1884, seven companies made over 4,500,000,000 feet, 
at an average cost of $1.02 ; the average receipts being $2.13 per 
thousand. By the consolidation of six of these companies into one, 
their loan and share capital was raised from $18,308,920 to $39,078, 
000, which, on the present basis of production, carried the capital 
of the consolidated company to $10.30 per thousand feet. On this 

capital a dividend of 3? per cent has been declared from the 

earnings of the first six months of 1884. When this capital is 

contrasted with the rate which obtained in 1857, and $3.23, the 

present rate in London, and it is established that the same condi 

tions exist outside of New York City, it is easy to understand the 
reason of the excessive charge for gas which prevails in this country. 
This accounts also for the fact that while English companies in the 

last few years have steadily reduced their rates from $1.80 to 70 

cents, and in some towns to 30 cents, the average price in American 

cities and towns is fixed at $3.00. 
A variety of causes have operated to bring about this embarrass 

ment of capital and its rapid accumulation in one industry. At 

the foundation lies the popular misconception that a permanent 
reduction in gas charges would result from free competition. For 

getting the approved maxim of Stevenson, "Where combination is 

possible, competition is impossible," municipal and State au 

thorities have ever been ready to grant unrestricted charters to new 

corporations. In the war of rates that follow the establishment 

of a rival company, the advantages are all with the new-comer. 
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Popular favor, gas of an improved quality, a carefully selected and 

compact territory soon enable it to dictate to its older competitor, 
terms which result in a pooling agreement, or a practical consol 
idation of capital and interest. In either case the public pay the 
bills of the experiment in an immediate restoration of rates. 

The gas bills of the people of New York City aggregate nearly 
$10,000,000 a year, the natural increase being at the rate of 5.27 

per cent per annum. To what an extent this charge may depend 
on the will or caprice of a single individual appears from an incident 
of the gas war of 1879. Gas was selling in the neighborhood of $1.00, 
and negotiations were begun to end the competition in a pool, the 
rates to be advanced to $2.00. The managers of the rival com 

panies had agreed to combine on this basis, when a single stock 
holder who controlled one company, insisted that the price should 
be fixed at a higher standard. He was able to carry his point, and 

during the four years' life of the pool a uniform charge of $2.25 
was exacted. The additional tax levied by the stockholder 
amounted in that time to $2,000,000. 

Charles F. Clark, the Chairman of a committee appointed in 
1875 by the Massachusetts Legislature to investigate this subject, 
said in his report : " No advantage ever came to the people from 

competing companies. They do not compete for the sake of the 

public, but to divide the business and to combine." This is further 
shown by John Stuart Mill, who, when the same question was prom 
inent in England some years ago, summed it up in the following 
logical terms : 

" It is obvious how great an economy of labor would be obtained, if London 
were to be supplied by a single gas or water company, instead of the existing 
plurality. Were there only one establishment it would make lower charges 
consistently with obtaining the ratio of profit now realized. ... It is 
therefore an unthrifty dispensation of the public resources that several costly 
sets of arrangements should be kept up for the sake of rendering to the com 

munity this one service. It is much better to treat it at once as a public func 

tion; and if it be not such as the government itself could beneficially undertake, 
it should be made over entire to the company or association which will perform 
it on the best terms for the public." 

But besides the authorities, the managers of local and established 

companies have themselves to blame for the varying values of their 
securities arising from the exposed and precarious tenure of their 
business. In the exercises of peculiar and valuable privileges, usu 

ally obtained without consideration, they have dealt selfishly with 
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those upon whom their life and scheme of operations depended. By 
fixing the price of their commodity without relation to its cost and 
a fair return upon the investment, and by involving their business 
in useless mystery, they foster a spirit of opposition among their 

patrons. On the principle of "omne ignotum pro magnifico" this 

spirit is easily aroused by the cupidity of outside speculators. Thus 
is brought about the organization of a new company to do the work 

which the old one might have monopolized with entire economy 
and satisfaction to the public. 

An illustration of this short-sighted policy is furnished by 
the conduct of gas managers in two large towns near New York 

City. In one, the people having for many years submitted to the 

multiplied exactions of a monopoly without apparently being 
able to devise another remedy, opened the streets to two new 

companies, and, for a season at least, they rejoice in the blessings 
of cheap light. In the other a similar state of exasperation is 

working itself out in an attempt to fight the gas company with 
kerosene. In this borough lamps and candles have now quite 
banished the more convenient burner, the gas managers refusing 
to reduce their charges, and the citizens being united not to pay 
them. 

The multiplication of gas companies in this country in the 
last fifteen years has also been assisted by the introduction of 
various new processes of manufacture. What is known as water 

gas, as distinguished from that obtained from coal, is now fur 
nished by one hundred companies in as many cities of the 

United States. In New York the production is about equally 
divided between the two gases. A comparison in their cost 
shows a scarcely appreciable difference in favor of the new gas. 
It possesses, however, a higher illuminating power, and being 
heavier, and so more economical to the consumer, it has become 
a formidable weapon against the adherents of the old system. 
They, in fact, have been cast into a most unreasonable panic by 
the advent of a competitor, which is now more dreaded, because 

more known and felt, than the electric light. Instead of devoting 
their energies to cheapening the cost and improving the quality of 
their own product, they have indulged in broadside denunciations 
of the water-gas as unfit for use and injurious to health. On this 
latter ground it has thus far been kept out of Massachusetts by 
express statute. Without entering on the merits of this question, it 
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is sufficient here to point out the fact that, as at present manufact 

ured, the cost of water-gas is entirely dependent on the market 

price of naphtha, a by-product of petroleum which is used as a 

carburetter in the proportion of five gallons to each thousand feet 
of gas. The price of naphtha, on the other hand, is at the mercy 
of the Standard Oil Company, which has the monopoly of its manu 
facture. In the event, therefore, of a craving for extra dividends, 
too strong to be resisted by the managers of that company, or what 
is probably a more remote contingency, the failure o? the oil-field, 
an amount of capital estimated to exceed $50,000,000, now invested 
in water-gas properties, would be rendered, not wholly, but in large 

part, unremunerative. 

But indications are not wanting that point to a settlement of 
the vexed question of gas charges by other and surer means than a 

multiplication of the sources of supply. We are indeed only repeat 
ing here the experience of older countries in respect to such under 

takings. The competitive idea brought most of the companies of 

England to the verge of bankruptcy. Finally, in 1860, Parliament, 
on the application of both producers and consumers of gas, inter 

vened, and by the passage of a series of well-considered laws 

brought about a substantial harmony of all the interests involved. 
This was done in the city of London by restricting the companies 
to particular districts, by fixing an initial price for gas and a stand 
ard of purity and illuminating power, and by limiting the dividend 
to ten per cent, upon the capital employed, with a further provision 
known as "the sliding scale," by which this standard dividend 

might be increased one-quarter of one per cent, with each reduc 
tion of one penny in the price of gas. 

Theobold Forstall, in an address delivered in 1883, when Presi 

dent of the American Gas-light Association, said, while urging 
the adoption for this country of the above features in English 

legislation : 

"The fact that, although organized for private gain, a gas company is 

really a corporation established for a public purpose with rights and privileges 

enjoyed by no private industry, places it in a relation to the community very 
different from that occupied by other business corporations. The right to enter 

dwellings, and to break up and occupy the public streets without compensa 

tion, entails the correlative duty not to abuse these privileges by making them 

the source of undue profit to individuals." 

That Mr. Forstall, who is also the president of the oldest gas 
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light company in Chicago, has the courage of his convictions, a 

letter in a Chicago newspaper of June 4, 1885, bears ample witness. 

In denying the report that his company proposes to combine with 
a competitor at advanced rates, he says : 

" 
This company reduced the net price of gas to $1.00 per thousand delib 

erately, after mature consideration, with the expectation that increased con 

sumption and improved methods of manufacture would make this price moder 

ately profitable. The result has fully justified our hopes, and confirmed the 

wisdom of the policy adopted. This company will now make contracts to sup 

ply consumers with the best quality of gas for five years at a net price of $1.00 

per thousand cubic feet." 

The influence and example of a few intelligent managers like Mr. 

Forstall is producing a wholesome effect on the profession at large. 
The Legislature of Massachusetts, on the petition of the leading 
gas officials of the State, passed a bill at the last session constitut 

ing a commission to inquire into the relation of the companies to 

the public, and as far as possible to adjust their differences. In 

Philadelphia the operations of the gas trust are the subject of legal 
investigation at the present time. A variety of abuses have been 
shown to exist by a citizens' committee having the matter in charge. 

The works, which are the property of the city, have been extrava 

gantly administered, and in the interest of a political ring. It is 

proposed to place them in charge of a competent superintendent, 
and to reduce the price of gas as near cost as may be expedient. 
Situated as it is, there is no reason why the price of gas in 
that city should exceed ninety cents per thousand. In New 

York, a State Gas Consumers' Association has recently been 

formed. It numbers among its members some of the most in 
fluential and prominent citizens of the metropolis. Under their 

auspices, a bill was reported to the last Legislature which embod 
ied the main features of English legislation. It was based on a 

thorough investigation of the affairs of the city companies by 
a special Senate committee. The bill passed the Senate almost 

unanimously, but was defeated in the House by methods which were 

characterized in resolutions adopted at a public meeting held sub 

sequently in New York as " a disgrace to the Legislature of this 
State and to managers of gas companies who pretend to be res 

pectable men and good citizens." 

Whatever the full merits of the various controversies between 
the gas consumers and the companies, it is manifest that the struggle 
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must end by the submission of the latter to a regulation by appoint 
ed authorities of the character and charge of the commodity which 

they furnish. With a permanency of tenure secured to the com 

panies in exchange for a reasonable divison of the profits, the pro 
ducer and consumer will both fare better. The source of the remedy 
to be in future applied, is plainly indicated by Judge T. M. Cooley, 
of Michigan, in a recent paper on a kindred subject. 

"If the Legislature, instead of attempting to keep down extortionate 

charges by gas and water companies by granting the same franchises and 

privileges to competing companies, would limit by law the profits which a 

single company in the enjoyment of such franchises might be allowed to make, 
it would thereby secure a supply of water and gas to consumers, at the lowest 

possible figure, and, at the same time, give to investors a fair return of profit 

upon the capital invested." 

Charles Hull Botsfoed. 
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